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01. Concertino for Viola and Chamber Orchestra

The concertino for Viola & string orchestra – “Like the Clay in the Potter’s Hand” dedicated to Yuval Gotlibovich, is 
a new version of my Cello Concertino.

The title is drawn from the wonderful poetic verse, which is part of the prayer for the Day of Atonement (Yom 
Kippur): 
“Like the clay in the hand of the potter
Who thickens or thins it at his will,
So are we in Thy hand, gracious God,
Forgive our sin, Thy covenant fulfil.” 
The special reciprocal relations which develop between the potter and the clay (the creator and the material) give a 
kind of conceptual frame to my work, in which the soloist assumes the role of the “potter” and the orchestra is the 
“clay”. In the course of the piece, the listener witnesses the progression of relations between the creator and his 
spiritual creation, from the first moment of it’s coming into being; through the struggle to give the formless matter the 
desired clear and distinct shape. Litlle by litlle the relations change into one of complete identification-a symbiosis 
between the creator and his material. In the last phase, what remains is an echo - the material gradually disappears, it 
evaporates leaving the creator drained… until his next composition.

Despite its poetic trigger the piece doesn't really belong to the program music genre but rather represents pure and 
abstract music, which can stand on its own merits and listen to without all my private poetic connotations.

The work is written in expressive and chromatic language, but a tonal center can be discerned (the tone C).  It is 
based on the sound which derives from an ascending row of tones at intervals which grow from a minor second to 
minor six.



02. Suita Concertante (Encounters IV) for Viola Clarinet and Chamber Orchestra

The piece dedicated to the Violist Yuval Gotlibovich and the Clarinetist Chen Halevi, is another one in a chain of
pieces I've already written in the past which tries to bridge between different musical cultures. In this case it's the
ethnic, folk-like klezmer tradition alongside that of the classical concert hall music.

The piece (22')-which is a kind of double concerto- is written in one long movement, which flows from one
emotional mood to another trying to reflect different phases of our inner self.

I've used quite a few magnificent klezmer tunes and dances and added some original ones which I've invented.

The special relations between the Viola and the Clarinet triggered my imagination when I decided to transcribe the
original version of the piece written for two Violins into this new, different, and fresh version. The warm and human
sound of these two instruments makes them a perfect match, especially for Klezmer "sound". I've let both my soloists
emphasize their expressive and technical abilities in different phases of the piece.

Writing such a piece for me was a way to connect to the deepest and even primordial layers of my memories as an
infant and a child, as my father was a Klezmer musician himself. It deeply reflects my innermost beliefs as a Jew and
as a human being.

MenachemWiesenberg, composer
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YUVAL GOTLIBOVICH
A native of Israel, Gotlibovich holds first prizes in National and International Competitions, among them: First Prize and
the Fridolin Rusch Award at the 8th International Lionel Tertis Viola Competition, first prize at the 2004 Aviv
Competitions in Israel and the 2004 American Fischoff Chamber Music Competition as a member of Trio di Colore.
Violist Yuval Gotlibovich is renowned for his brilliant technique, powerful performance, and the rich interpretive insights
he brings to a wide and varied repertoire.

As one of the most sought-after viola players of his generation, he performs regularly as soloist, recitalist and as a regular
guest in some of Europe’s main music festivals and venues.
Gotlibovich’s concert activities span through Europe, United States, and Israel. He has played as soloist with the Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra, the Tel Aviv Soloists Ensemble, Texas Festival Orchestra and the Ostrobothnian Chamber Orchestra.
He collaborated in Chamber Music with world renowned artists such as: Menachem Pressler, Marc Andre Haemlin,
George Pludmahcer, Nubuko Imai, Natalia Gutman and Janos Starker among others. His concerts can be heard worldwide
on networks such as BBC in the U.K., CBC in Canada, IBA in Israel, FRA in France, Deutschlandfunk in Germany and
NPR in the United States. He has appeared in recitals in such venues as: Wigmore Hall in London and the Kennedy Center
in Washington.

As composer, his passion for combining performance, composition and improvisation has led to the creation of original
live music that accompanies films of the silent era. His arrangements of 13 variations of Johann Sebastian Bach’s Goldberg
Variations in different musical styles are featured on a critically acclaimed Sony Classical album.
His Violin Sonata was premiered in Tokyo, Bunka Kaikan, by Nobuko Imai and Izumi Tateno. His Debut solo album
NAXOS with the viola Music of Ramon Paus, has come no. 6 in NAXOS world sales chart, in December 2016.
Yuval Gotlibovich has worked with such composers as Penderecki, Deutilleux and Gubaidulina and has premiered viola
concerti dedicated to him by Alexandre Eisenberg and Justin Merritt; he has also collaborated with new music ensembles
such as Ensemble Modern, Calisto, Meitar, Bcn 216 and Ictus.
Gotlibovich was the youngest Professor on the faculty of Indiana University from 2004 to 2008. Currently, he is a
Professor in Conservatorio della Svizzera Italiana, Lugano and ESMUC in Spain.
His main teachers include Atar Arad and Anna Rasnovsky.



CHEN HALEVI
Chen Halevi is considered to be one of the most versatile clarinetists of today, playing recitals, concertos and chamber
music with equal acclaim. His playing covers an impressive range of repertoire from performing on period instruments to
the most up to date contemporary music. He is a pioneer of a new school of playing; looking at what the Clarinet and
Clarinetist could be in the 21st century.
As a teenager he made his debut with the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra under Zubin Mehta. Since then, he has worked
with many leading orchestras in the U.S, Europe, and Japan. A great lover of chamber music, Chen Halevi has performed
with many of the most prominent musicians and quartets nowadays, His passion for chamber music makes him a welcome
guest at festivals across the world.
Internationally acknowledged as a passionate contemporary musician, Halevi’s close ties with composers have led him to

perform a great number of works dedicated to him by the most eminent composers of our time.
His commitment to contemporary music goes beyond this. In 2007 Halevi founded ClaRecords, with the aim of supporting
contemporary composers through commissions, recordings and performances. Another goal of ClaRecords is to stimulate
dialogue between different art forms in the 21st century.
Halevi’s wide interest in other cultures has led him to explore a Multitude of musical styles; through this journey he has

formed various musical collaborations which include TangoFactory -an ensemble expanding the horizons of tango through
performances of contemporary new tangos as well as revisiting the old masters. Other projects explore the musical roots of
the Middle East through the centuries and its colorful sound.
Halevi’s Recordings won critical acclaim for their extraordinary performances. one can listen to the Winds Unlimited disc,

‘Harmoniemusik from Mozart’s Favorite Operas’ that shows yet another musical side of Chen Halevi, this time on period
instruments exploring woodwind repertoire from the classical and romantic period.
His recent release of the Brahms Sonatas and the German Romanticism is already considered as a Classic of this
passionate Repertoire.
Another important component of his work is as a teacher. Halevi is keen to spread his school of playing through teaching
and masterclasses. He is currently Clarinet Professor at the Trossingen Hochschule for Music in Germany.
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THOMAS RÖSNER
Viennese born Thomas Rösner conducted his first orchestral concerts at the age of fourteen. An invitation from Fabio
Luisi to conduct the Orchestre de la Suisse Romande marked the beginning of his international career.
Thomas Rösner has enjoyed great success for his interpretations of Viennese opera classics – such as Così fan tutte at the
Théâtre de la Monnaie directed by Michael Haneke, Die Zauberflöte with Robert Lepage at the Opera Festival Quebec and
at the Korean National Opera, Fidelio at Zurich Opera, Le nozze di Figaro and Die Fledermaus at Glyndebourne,
Entführung aus dem Serail at the Houston Grand Opera or La clemenza di Tito at the Royal Opera of Wallonie.
Thomas Rösner was Chief Conductor of the Orchestre Symphonique Bienne in Switzerland, chef associé of the Orchestre
National de Bordeaux and holds currently the position of Artistic Director of the Beethoven Philharmonie in Vienna.
Thomas Rösner has conducted the Wiener Symphoniker, Deutsches Sinfonieorchester Berlin, Salzburg Mozarteum, City
of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Scottish Chamber Orchestra, Bournemouth Symphony, Orchestre National du
Capitole de Toulouse, Philharmonia Prague, Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra, Warsaw Philharmonic, Sinfonia
Varsovia, Basel Symphony Orchestra, Lausanne Chamber Orchestra, Beethoven Orchester Bonn, Aalborg Symphony,
Toscanini Filarmonica Parma, Houston Symphony, Les Violons du Roy in Montreal, Macao Orchestra or the Israel
Sinfonietta.
He has also conducted at the Bavarian State Opera in Munich, the Semperoper Dresden, the Stuttgart State Opera, the
Grand Théâtre in Geneva, Tokyo’s New National Theatre, the NCPA in Beijing, the Théâtre du Châtelet in Paris, the
Edinburgh Festival, the Welsh National Opera, the Opéra National de Lyon, the Opéra National de Lorraine and the Teatro
Massimo in Catania.
Current and future projects include concerts with the Beethoven Philharmonie at the Konzerthaus in Vienna, in Ljubljana,
Italy, Switzerland or in Germany. Invitations as a guest conductor led him to the Grafenegg Festival in Austria, the Palau
de Musica Catalana in Barcelona, Sofia Philharmonic, Berner Symphonieorchester, the Rubinstein Philharmonic Orchestra
or the Quebec Symphony Orchestra. Further plans include a CD with Daniel Behle and the Borusan Istanbul Philharmonic
Orchestra, The Merry Widow at the Latvian National Opera in Riga, Die Zauberflöte at the Theater Bern or Giuditta at the
Opéra National de Lorraine in Strasbourg.



Thomas Rösner has a broad discography including Verdi’s Il Trovatore (Bregenz Festival/ Wiener Symphoniker) and
Lehar’s Das Land des Lächelns on DVD. He has recorded Janáček’s Glagolitic Mass in the Palau de la Musica in
Barcelona as well as two discs with the Bamberg Symphony and the Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra dedicated
to the rediscovery of the music of Paul Kletzki. His CDs Couleurs with the Bamberg Symphony and Voices with the
Beethoven Philharmonie, both for the Odradek label, were released in 2020 to widespread critical acclaim. His CD Haydn
Arias & Overtures was the winner of the Juno Award in Toronto.

BEETHOVEN PHILHARMONIE ORCHESTRA

The Beethoven Philharmonie unites Viennese sound and refinement as well as historically informed performance practice
with a fresh musical approach.
The artistic director of the Beethoven Philharmonie is the Viennese born conductor Thomas Rösner.
Members of established Austrian orchestras play alongside international chamber musicians and highly talented young
musicians, creating together a unique spirit, which distinguishes the Beethoven Philharmonie from many other orchestras.
A strong collective energy and the joy in music- making carries the audience along with the performers.
In addition to a broad repertoire, the Viennese classics such as Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and Franz Schubert form the
focus of the orchestra. Representing Viennese tradition, the Beethoven Philharmonie is also very much in demand
for performances of the music by the Strauss dynasty.
The Beethoven Philharmonie has its own subscription concert series in the Grand Casino of Baden, Austria – one of
Beethoven’s favorite towns, full of great cultural history and located in the very heart of Europe.
The orchestra has performed with many well-known soloists and guest conductors such as Chen Reiss,
Philippe Entremont, Michael Schade, Daniela Fally, Vadim Repin, Patricia Kopatchinskaja, Renaud and Gautier Capuçon,
Benjamin Schmid, Till Fellner, Alexander Gadjiev, Koon-Woo Paik, Enrico Calesso, Yuval Gotlibovich and Manuel
Blanco.



The orchestra has been invited to play at renowned festivals and concert venues such as the Konzerthaus in Vienna, the
Cankarjev Dom in Ljubljana, Europäische Wochen in Passau / Germany, Bruckner International Festival in Linz,
Klangbogen in Vienna, the Haydn Festival in Eisenstadt, as well as in Paris, Budapest and on tours in China, Switzerland,
Spain or Poland.
The Beethoven Philharmonie has performed for many years in a highly successful series of educational concerts “KlassiX”
at the renowned Musikverein in Vienna and is part of the festival “operklosterneuburg“ in the Imperial Court at the
Klosterneuburg Monastery.
Concerts in the 2022/23 season include, in addition to their own concert series in Casino Baden, invitations to Italy
together with Vadim Repin, to the Murten Classics Festival in Switzerland, the Festival Haydn-Region in Austria, the
Konzerthaus Klagenfurt, to Graz and a contemporary opera production in the baroque theater at Schönbrunn in Vienna.

The CD »Voices« with works by Beethoven and Mozart – released by Odradek Records 2020 – was internationally highly
acclaimed. A recording with works by the Israeli composer Menachem Wiesenberg is due to release in autumn 2022.
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